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We present simple proofs of three theorems which were proved in a recent paper by J. 
K6rner and V. Wei. 
1. Introduction 
In [2], [3] and [5] Harper, Katona and Kruskal solved the following problem: 
Find a code A : (F2)" of given cardinality m such that I FA  - A I is minimal, where 
FA denotes the set of words with distance ~<1 to A. In [1] and [2] Frankl and 
Fiiredi, respectively Harper showed that given two codes A and B with distance 
d(A, B), there exist Hamming spheres A0 and Bo such that IAol = IAI, IBol = IBI 
and d(Ao, Bo) ~ d(A, B). 
The main purpose of [4] was to extend these results to the case where the inner 
distance of the codes is greater than or equal to 2. The purpose of this note is to 
provide simpler proofs of three theorems occurring in [4]. The main idea consists 
of puncturing codes and extending codes in a suitable way. 
For the terminology, notation, and theorems we refer to [4]. 
2. Bonadmies 
First we will prove the following theorem which is equivalent to [4, Theorem 2]. 
Theorem 1. If  A is a code in (F2)" with inner distance $A >~ 2 and size IAI= m < 
2 "-1 then IFA-AI>~G(m, n -1 ) .  Moreover this bound can be reached by odd as 
well as by even Hamming spheres. 
PmoL Let A be a code in ([=2)" with ~A >~ 2, [AI = m. Let .A be the code obtained 
from A by deleting the first coordinate of the words of A. Then A is a code in 
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if2) "-1 with inner distance 8A I> 1 and liXl = m. According to Theorem HK of [4]: 
IFA-AI>~G(m, n-1) -m.  Every ~ in A can be extended in one way to a word 
of A and in one way to a word of FA -A .  Every ~ in FA - / i ,  can be extended in 
at least one way to a word of FA -A .  Since all these extensions are different, we 
have 
I FA -A I>>- IFA-X I+IA I>- -G(m,  n -  X). 
Let /3 be a Hamming sphere in 0:2) ~-x of cardinality m and such that 
I1 - '~-B l=G(m,n-1) -m.  Extend the words of /3 in such a way that in the 
extended code B all weights have the same parity. Then B is a pure parity 
Hamming sphere of cardinality m. Every ~ in/3 can be extended in one way to a 
word of B and in one way to a word in / 'B -B .  Every ~ in /~- /3  can be 
extended in one way to a word at distance 2 from B and in one way to a word at 
distance 1 from B, i.e., to a word in / ' /3 -  B. The words in OF2) ~-x not in /~ can 
never be extended to words in / ' /3 -B .  Conclusion: 
I FB-B I - - I t~-~l+l~l  = G(m, n-X). [] 
The following theorem, which is equivalent o [4, Theorem 3], can also be 
proved in this way. 
Theorem 2. Given any positive integer m <~ 2 "-1, the cardinality of the d-Hamming 
neighbourhood FaA of any A c(F2) n, IA]= m, 8A >~2 iS at least 
n 
H(n,d, :=(nn)+(nn__ l )+. . .+(p_d 1)+ (a~-x+l )+- . .+  ~ a '+ l  
+ \ p -d  -d+l ] '  
whenever d >I 1 and the numbers a~ are uniquely determined by the (n - 1)-bounded 
canonical representation f m.. 
Proof. From the proof of [4, Lemma 3], we may take A to be of pure parity. We 
prove the statement by induction on d. 
For d = 1: 
IFAI >> - G(m, n -  1)+ m 
n- -  -(:-11)+ + 1 ) 
n-1 .+(n-1 )+(2:;)+ 
For d > 1: Let A be the code obtained from A by deleting the first ex)ordinate. 
If ~ ~FdA- -Fa-x~.  then all words in A at distance d from 9 have the same 
parity, so the corresponding words in A have the same first coordinate since A is 
of pure parity. Therefore ~ can be extended in one way to a word of F'dA-- 
I"d-XA. If ~ is a word in / 'a -XA- / -d -2~,  Using the same argument shows that 
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can be extended in one way to a word of FdA- / 'a - lA .  All these words are 
different. Hence we have 
I rmA- r~-~Ai >~ Ir~A - Fd-~AI + ir~-~A - r~-~Ai 
= Ga(m, n-1)-Ga_2(m, n -1) .  
(The last equality follows from [4, Theorem KH].) 
Now 
IFaAI>>-IFd-IAI+ Gu(m, n-  1)-Ga_2(m, n -  1) 
n-1  n 
- ( (n - l l )+ ' "+(pn-12)+(p-avd-+-d+ 1) ' "  "+(s-d+as 2)) 
n /ap_x+l \  a~+l  
O1,-1 
as  . 
p-d+l  ' 
using Pascal's identity. [] 
Taking for A a pure parity Hamming sphere, we see that we get equality 
everywhere. So by induction we find equality in the bound: II'dAI = H(n, d). 
3. Code paks 
Finally we will prove [4, Theorem 4], using the same technique. 
Theorem 3. To any subsets A and B of fie)" with 8A ~ 2, ~ >~ 2 there exist pure 
parity Hamming spheres fix and 13 centered at 1 resp. O, such that 
IAI=IAI, I~I--IBI and d(fi, B)>~d(A,B). 
ProoL Let A and B be subsets of fie)", ~A ~ 2, ~ ~ 2. Delete the first coordi- 
nate. The distance between the new codes is at most 1 less than the distance 
between A and B: d(fi, B )~d(A ,B) - l .  From Theorem H in [4], we can find 
Hamming spheres Ao and Bo such that IAo] = IA-I, ]Bol = I/)1, Ao centered at 1, Bo 
centered at 0 and d(Ao, Bo) >~ d(A, B) >- d(A, B ) -  1. 
If d(A, B ) -  1 is even: extend Ao with a check symbol making all weights odd, 
and extend Bo with a check symbol making all weights even. For these extended 
codes fi  and /~ we have: d(fi, B)>-d(A,B) since d(fi, B )>~d(A,B) - I  and 
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d(A,/~) is odd, while d(A, B ) -1  is even. Furthermore A. and/~ are pure parity 
spheres satisfying IA[=IA I and I/~1 = IBI. 
If d(A,B)-1 is odd: extend A0 and Bo with check symbols such that all 
weights become even, and find pure parity Hamming spheres A and B satisfying 
IAI=IAI, I I=IBI. Using the same argument we get d(A,.B)>~d(A,B). [] 
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